
Altitude Rostering
Altitude Rostering is a comprehensive rostering system that creates optimal monthly
schedules for pilots and flight attendants, taking into consideration a company’s operational
objectives (such as productivity, block hour distribution standby coverage, and open-time
control) and equalisation criteria.
Using quality metrics as an objective, the Altitude Rostering solver will generate solutions
that optimally spread all equity and quality elements, providing the best compromise on
schedule quality without jeopardizing operation robustness.

Builds productive and robust rosters while allowing for a large range of crew requests

Provides a perfect balance between airline strategic objectives and crew quality of life

Manages a large number of quality KPIs through configurable quality guidelines

Facts

Quality Rosters Balance Fairness, Fatigue Risk with Operational Integrity



Adapted for your Airline

With an airline’s increasingly complex
organisational structure, Altitude Rostering
provides an efficient solution that directly
responds to your requirements and understands
the dynamic issues within your organisation. With
over three decades of diverse implementation
experience, airlines can select from one or a
combination of the following approaches that are
designed to fit your operations:
• Equitable/fair share
• Equitable/fair share with crewmember 

requests
• Fair share preferential bidding

Regardless of the approach, all methods have
one key objective – to produce productive rosters
that meet your quality criteria.

Advanced Forecasting Capabilities

With Altitude Rostering, planners have the ability
to quickly assess different scenarios and
immediately react to changes, dramatically
enhancing planning capabilities and flexibility —
delivering a valuable competitive advantage to
your airline.

With the full ability to define multiple scenarios –
literally an endless amount of possibilities –
planners have complete control over the solution
generated.

For example, planners can assess the trade-off
between:
• Overtime and allowing flying to remain

unassigned
• Run scenarios using a varying number of

crewmembers to evaluate the resulting cost
• Evaluate the impact of increasing or

decreasing the number of standbys required.

.

Planner Interface, Custom Reports and More!

Planner-entered equity criteria are managed and
controlled from the Altitude Rostering Planner
Interface. With Altitude Rostering, planners can
benefit from drag and drop capabilities,
seamlessly manage large crewmember volumes,
manage pre-assigned activities such as standby
duties, days off, leave and so much more.
In addition to customised reports designed

specifically for your airline, the Altitude Rostering
solution features a number of detailed reports
including:
• Several roster reports that highlight individual

to group rosters
• Statistics reports
• Public views to the Altitude Rostering database

that you can use to create any additional report
needed by your airline
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The AD OPT Solutions Suite

AD OPT a comprehensive crew planning solutions provider, delivers powerful insight for result-
driven airlines. With AD OPT, airlines can link their crew planning activities to strategic
objectives in order to determine what is impacting productivity, profitability, and crew
satisfaction – then take decisive action to achieve operational excellence.

The AD OPT solutions suite delivers enhanced operational flexibility and cost control. It enables
you to automate and optimize your flight operations processes as they relate to strategic
planning, fleet and flight planning, and manpower planning.

Airline, Planners and Crewmembers, All Benefit

In a fair share environment, Altitude Rostering constructs a bid period schedule by maximizing the
quality of rosters, ensuring fair distribution of block hours both on a monthly and annual basis among
other criteria.

When crewmembers are allowed requests, Altitude Rostering will incorporate subjective quality-of-life
biases into the planning process, granting as many requests as possible while still ensuring cost-
effective, efficient, and operations-friendly rosters. With Altitude Rostering, airlines, planners and
crewmembers benefit from rosters that:

• Fairly distributes the work among the crewmember population based on predefined strategies
• Are legal with respect to the rules and operational constraints, and do not generate conflicts with

carry-in, or pre-assigned activities.
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